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[57] ABSTRACT 

An installation for conveying paying fares, lading, or 
goods from an entering station to a stopping place 
along a route, said installation comprising: 

a trough shaped waterway in which boats are caused 
to move along the waterway from a point of entry to a 
discharge point; nozzles at the entry end of said 
waterway for directing water along said waterway to 
cause said boat to move along said waterway; 

an outlet for said waterway for discharging water from 
said trough, said outlet and said entry end being 
disposed in side by side relationship; 
a U-shaped turn at the end of said waterway opposite 
to said entry end and to said outlet; 
and a means for stopping individual boats at a 

desired point along said waterway, said means 
including a plate hingedly connected to the ?oor 
of said trough, alongside of each guest room‘ or 
seat at which boats are to be stopped, and means 
to activate said stopping means selectively at any 
of the desired places along said waterway. 

2 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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HYDRAULIC FLUID CONVEYOR 

The present invention relates to an installation for 
conveying a fare, lading, or goods to the place desired, 
by means of water current ?owing past the guests 
rooms or seats at restaurants or the like, in which water 
runs, thereby to make an excursion for boats with fare 
on them by the water current. 
According to the present invention, there is provided 

an installation comprising trough shaped waterways for 
conveying food and drink and for withdrawing the va 
cant boats, characterized by providing nozzles for cre 
ating an ejective current and an outlet for draining the 
water at the base, and providing a U-shaped turn means 
for the boats at the apex of said waterway, providing a 
means to stop the boats on the ?oor in front of each 
guest room or seat in said waterway for conveying food 
and drink. 
The above-said and other objects and features of the 

present invention will become more apparent upon 
reading the following detailed speci?cation with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view illustrating the installations for 

conveyance showing a preferred form of an embodi 
ment according to the present invention; and 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view as taken along the line 2 — 

2 of FIG. 1 and in the direction of arrow 2-2. 
In the drawings, 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2x, 2y, 2z are guest 

rooms or seats; 4 is a trough about 10 cm in depth dis 
posed in front of the guest rooms or seats. Partitions 6, 
6 divide the trough 4 in a longitudinal direction 
wherein, 8a designates the ?rst waterway formed by the 
partitions, 8b designates the second waterway, 8c 
designates the third waterway. The ?rst waterway 8a 
and the third waterway 8c are the waterwayson which 
the boats transport food anddrink or guests make ex 
cursion, the second waterway 8b is the waterway for 
withdrawing vacant boats after providing food and 
drink or the boats may be loaded with containers or the 
like returned from the guests to the cuisine 10. The 
base of said trough 4 terminates in the kitchen and at 
the base the boats 12 may start and be withdrawn. 
Namely in the base at the starting place of the ?rst wa 
terway 8a and the third waterway 8c, nozzles 14 for 
ejective current are provided, thereby causing water in 
the trough to ?ow placidly. 
Also a U-shaped turn means is provided at the apex 

of the waterway, namely near the common parts of the 
?rst and the third waterways 8a and 8c and the second 
waterway 8b, thereby to introduce the boats 12 coming 
from the ?rst and/or the third waterway 8a and/or 8c 
to the second waterway 8b. In order that the boats turn 
in a U-shape smoothly and do not collide against the 
side of the trough, many small nozzles are installed at’ 
the inside of the trough in the U-shaped turn means and 
thereby some water current is ejected toward the cen 
ter of the waterway, whereby the boats 12 do not ap 
proach the side of the trough. Thus the boats 12 turned 
in a U-shape and the current are introduced into the 
second waterway 8b, come to the last part of the water 
way at the base of the trough, the boats are withdrawn 
there and the current is drained away into the outlet. 
Then it is economical to press by a pump or the like 
(not illustrated) instead of draining the water and cause 
the water to ?ow into the nozzles and turn it into the 
cistern again. 
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2 
Now, the discussion will be directed to the means to 

stop the boats 12 on the waterways in front of each 
guest room or seat. The means comprises stopper 
boards 24 made of plastics or the like which are free in 
a vertical motion through hinges at the bottom of the 
?rst waterway 8a and the third waterway 8c, the noz 
zles 26 to cause water to eject to lift the stopper boards, 
and the electro-magnetic valves 28 to control the water 
to the nozzles. That is at the kitchen 10 the food and 
drink ordered by the guests are taken in the boats, and 
the boats are ?oated on the first or the third waterway, 
then if said stopper means arranged in front of the guest 
rooms or seats where the guest ordered is operated, the 
boats 12 are prevented to move by the lifted stopper 
boards and stop in front of the guest rooms or seats. 
After con?rming that the guests took the fare and/or 
returned the vacant containers on the boats, the elec 
tro-magnetic valves are operated again and if the provi 
sion of the water current for stopper boards is stopped, 
whereby the stopper board 24 will be pressed by its 
own weight and the current in the waterway to descend 
and permit the boats go freely. Further, it is better to 
have some spacebetween said stopper boards and the 
?oor of the trough under the condition which the 
boards are not operated. In other words, if they are 
stuck, there are some cases which the stopper boards 
are not lifted, therefore not to attain its aim by Bernoul 
li’s theorem even if water current for lifting is ejected. 

While the present invention has been illustrated and 
described with particular reference to a speci?c em 
bodiment shown in the accompanying drawings it will‘ 
be understood that the same is merely exemplary and 
not restrictive, and therefore many variations can be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention, and all of these variations are to be 
embraced within con?nes of the claims that follow. 
What is claimed is: . 

1. An installation for conveying a fare to a station lo 
cated along the side of a waterway comprising: 
a trough adapted to contain water for conveying 
boats from a starting place to a destination, said 
waterway including a straight run extending from 
at least one entry end, and a straight run toward an 
outlet and a U-shaped turn connecting said entry 
run and said outlet run; 

said straight runs being separated by partitions de?n 
ing the vertical walls of said trough shaped water 
Way; 

at least one boat ?oating in the water present in said 
trough; 

a plurality of nozzles located at the starting place to 
eject water into water already present in said 
trough shaped waterway thereby creating a current 
sufficient to move said boat along said waterway; 

an outlet to drain water from said waterway and to 
collect empty boats, 

and a means to stop boats selectively at any desired 
location along the length of said waterway, 
whereby the lading of said boats may be discharged 
at said location, said stopping means comprising 
stopper boards hingedly connected to the ?oor of 
said waterway, nozzles to discharge ?uid directed 
at said stopper boards to lift the same to a vertical 
position to stop said boat, and electromagnetic 
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valves to control the supply of ?uid to said last means to eject water into said trough through said noz 

named nozzles- zles so as to cause said boat to turn from said straight 
- 2. An installation according to claim 1 including in 
addition a plurality of nozzles located along the side 
walls of said trough de?ning said U-shaped turn, and 5 * * * * * 

entry run into said straight outlet run. 
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